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that exactly is the principle of selection used in delineating the var4ous
patterns of experience?
Is the list of patterns of enpeeiance scheostically described in Insight
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complete or exhaustive?
Why is the "mystical pattsrn of experience" no more than mentioned in a later
chapter in Insight, and why is there an allesion to the "worshipful patterns
of experience in Method (p. 286)7

In your lectures on The PhilosojAzy of Education (teanscript, 1959, p. 28),
you state:

If 
. . . my notion of the human good is izterconveetf,ble with a notion of the

structure of history."

And in Insight (p. 233) you state:

"The longer cycle of Y.iestern civilizet:4.oa has been drawing attention repeatedly
to the notion of a practical theory of history."

Finally, the uhol 	 movement E. 	 the chapter on the hemze good cuWnates in a
section on progress and decline.

(a) Is "The Humaa Coed" to be resd, in part, as a mode/ for a
practical theory of history?

(b) Is the notion of the humaa good interconvertible vith a notion of
the structure of history to the extent to phich the human good is a
procees in ohich man incueasingly becomes, for man, the executor of
the emergent probability of Wean affairs (gootatioa fsem Insight,
p. 227)7
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1. What is the difference hoten f2n act of veanIng and an act of understanding?

2. Method speaks of "the iritersdblcativity of action :sad feeling" and of
intersubjectivity as o cerrier of ,lleaAng (pp. 59, M).

1a Insist there is the stat,I.ent th;)t "as the clialectl.c in the iadividual
and society rat/eels	 mu is a ccwpol,-.11:1—in-tanqion o:7: intelligeace xad
intersubjectivity .	 . . " (p. 237).

Mille the emnbteation SC!CM3 enaCECO md dynaa,ic enor.F;Y: I do not uneerstand
thy there is an e3amut of Cte coattoE ,:tary thrt in2lies a dialectic.	 Why
$.9 intersubjectivity "opposad" to the tleoldin of the detechee., disinterested
iatelligence?	 Or 	 to phrase it allothcx 1 ,7f-,y, vhat is the kind of opposition
peculiar to dialectic?	 Does the coll...74acOr ,n of lutelliger:ce ,.9ith anything but
intellirmca always yield the obnAaatiwi A -Ji: laLelljgence?

* NOTE:	 Both InsIght end Metho ,..1 itTheo:oc7 re!ev to 'dialectic' aa a
colsbinstic:a of tha coacalco, d3 117nallc, ai ,-1. the contrarlictory.
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